INTRODUCTION
A production process describes routings, operations and manufacturing resources (e.g., machines, tools, fixtures, jigs) that are adopted to materialize a design. In accordance with the items located at different levels of a product's BOM (bill of materials) hierarchy, it includes a number of sequenced subprocesses, each of which consists of multiple ordered manufacturing and/or assembly operations.
Most existing approaches to planning processes, be they manufacturing processes for parts or assembly processes for assemblies, are of trial and error based on individual planner's experience and intuition due to the lack of well-structured mechanisms (Huang et al., 2004; Tong et al., 2004; Zha, 2004) . As a result, it is not uncommon that given the same product, planners develop different production processes. This inevitably causes unnecessary production changeovers, such as variations in routings, operations and manufacturing resources, on shop floors. Production performance in terms of cost, lead-time and quality deteriorates with the inclusion of avoidable production changeovers (Zhang, 2007; Zhang and Rodrigues, 2009 ). Furthermore, these approaches address the optimality of individual products without considering the impact from/on the production of other products, which are to be produced using the same manufacturing resources existing on shop floors (Gupta and Krishnan, 1998) .
To survive, manufacturing companies nowadays strive to develop product families, each of which consists of a number of customized products. Successful product family development relies on the efficiency in both designing and producing product families (Kuttner and Karjust, 2006) . On one hand, most of the solution methods reported in the literature can assist companies to quickly design these customized products (or product family members) at low costs (Forza and Salvador, 2002; Simpson, 2004) . On the other hand, the key to achieving efficiency in producing these products is to plan production processes that can maintain production stability by eliminating the unnecessary production changeovers and by reducing the complexities in material handling on shop floors (Kuipers et al., 2004; Zhang, 2007) . Given the existing manufacturing capabilities, such production processes can only be planned by considering the optimality of the cohort of a product family rather than individual products (Kuttner and Karjust, 2006; Zhang and Rodrigues, 2009) . In this regard, the F o r P e e r R e v i e w O n l y 3 traditional approaches to planning processes (discussed above) do not lend themselves to realizing product family production efficiency. Consequently, it raises the importance in developing solution methods to plan production processes for a product family by considering the production optimality of the cohort (i.e., process family planning). In this study, we, thus, tackle process family planning by developing a methodology.
Process family planning is inherently complex due to the large number of individual products together with the resulting diverse component items (Hunynen, 1992; Martinez et al., 2000) . The complexity is often exacerbated by 1) the multiple feasible operations and the corresponding machines, tools and fixtures; 2) many routing alternatives; and 3) various precedence constraints among operations (Zha, 2004; Zhang and Jiao, 2008) . Moreover, the finite manufacturing resources and the often conflicting production performance metrics make the problem more difficult. Other researchers have also reported the difficulties and complexities in planning production processes in the context of product family development (Hayes et al., 2005; Pisano, 1997) .
Petri nets (PNs) are able to shed light on the reasoning behind complex processes by modeling and visualizing system's dynamic behaviors (Peterson, 1981) . Compared with the complicated symbols, variables, equations, etc. in mathematical models, the graphical representation of PN models offers an easier intuitive understanding of systems in consideration (Zha and Du, 2001 ). In addition, the underlying mathematical equations enable formal analysis of PN models (Zha et al., 2002) . complex decision making, companies often resort to KBSs. A KBS not only helps retain the knowledge scattered in the memories of individual domain experts but assists to find solutions using a mechanism by mimicking the reasoning process of domain experts (Mockler and Dologite, 1992) .
Recognizing the correspondence between PNs and KBSs, researchers have reported integrated solution methodologies based on PNs and KBSs to support modeling and decision making in design, planning and control in manufacturing (e.g., Zha and Du, 2001; Zha et al., 2002; Zha et al., 1998a; 1998b) .
In view of the above advantage of PNs for modeling large systems, the potential of KBSs for solving complex problems and the analogy in between, we develop the methodology to support process family planning by integrating PNs and KBSs. In the methodology, an integrated productprocess family structure, termed as IP 2 S, is proposed to organize all data pertaining to the product and process families. The rationale of such an IP 2 S is consistent with that of the generic product-process structure in our previous work (Jiao et al., 2007; Jiao and Zhang, 2008) . Since we focus this study on these industries, where design and manufacturing technologies are relatively stable (e.g., automobile
industries, PC industries, bicycle industries), the IP 2 S is assumed fixed for a product family during its lifecycle. Built upon the IP 2 S, a formal PN model of process family planning is subsequently developed. The PN model not only captures the elements (e.g., product and process family data) and their relationships inherent in process family planning but visualizes the dynamic behavior of process family planning, i.e., how the production processes for given product family members are planned. To implement the proposed methodology, we further develop a prototype for a truck family. In light of the fact that elaboration on prototype development does not provide additional contribution, we focus on the definitions and concepts involved in the IP 2 S and the formal PN model. By doing so, we also avoid the risk of developing a lengthy and loosely focused paper.
In the rest of this paper, Section 2 presents the literature relevant to planning processes and the applications of PNs and KBSs in manufacturing industries. Section 3 discusses an overview of the proposed methodology. Sections 4 and 5 present the details of the construction of the IP 2 S and the specification of the PN model, respectively. Section 6 introduces the application case and the preliminary results. Section 7 concludes this paper by outlining avenues for future research. 
Planning processes for parts and assemblies
As an important link between design and production, planning production processes has received much attention. In the process planning community, researchers present various methods, methodologies and system prototypes to address process planning for parts. Many studies have been reported with focus on specific industries. For example, Choi et al. (1999) , Lin and Chang (1997), Lin and Deng (2001) and Tor et al. (2005) present their methods for planning stamping processes in progressive die design. Tong and Kwong (2000), Tong et al. (2004) , Yeung and Yuen (1996) and Yeung et al. (1995) apply AI techniques to facilitate process design for transfer molding of electronic packages in the semiconductor industry. In addition, process planning is approached from a variety of aspects, such as plan evaluation and optimization (Huang et al., 2004; Li et al., 2004) , integration of planning and scheduling (Aldakhilallah and Ramesh, 1998) , planning in one-of-a-kind production (Tu et al., 2000) , generic process planning support independent of specific problem domains (Yuen et al., 2003) .
Recognizing the importance of assembly operations in production, researchers in the assembly planning community have made endeavors to assembly planning, aiming to generate better assembly plans. Most published articles focus on assembly modeling, sequencing and evaluation (Yuan and Li, 2000; Zha, 2004) . In assembly modeling, PN techniques have been intensively investigated to develop models (Ben-Arieh et al., 2004; Zha, 2004; Zha and Du, 2001; Zhang, 1989) . In assembly sequencing and evaluation, the advanced problem-solving methodologies in AI have been adopted to obtain assembly plans (Thomas, 1992; Zha et al., 1998a; Zha et al., 1998b; Zha and Du, 2001; Zha, 2004; Zhang, 1989) .
In summary, most existing studies address either assembly planning or process planning for assemblies or parts at a lower level with focus on operations details, as shown in Figure 1 . Essentially, they attempt to determine specific process parameters (e.g., cutting speed, collision-free path, feed rate). In addition, they focus on the process optimality of individuals, be it a part or an assembly. To ensure the effectiveness of these assembly/process planning activities, the production processes of 6 final products at a higher level should be optimal in the context of product family production, on which we put our focus in this study, as shown in Figure 1 .
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 1 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

PNs and KBSs
As stated in (Peterson, 1981, Moore and Gupta, 1996) , PNs are a very powerful means of modeling, analyzing and designing discrete systems such as assembly systems, production systems and flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs). They also possess the potential to integrate into an AI framework (Tonshoff et al., 1988) . In view of the advantage of KBSs in problem solving, many researchers have dedicated themselves to KBS applications in the area of production and manufacturing (Haddock and Hartshorn, 1989; Harhalakis et al., 1994 Harhalakis et al., /1995 Hynynen, 1992; Liang, 1988; Rao et al., 2005; Singh and Sekhon, 2002 
METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
The complexities in process family planning have raised several requirements towards the design of appropriate methodologies. Such methodologies should be able to visualize and automate the generation of a set of production processes in accordance with the set of customized products in a family. In line with this general requirement, more specific requirements are identified as follows:
• A mechanism should be designed to capture existing product and process data and their relationships, thereby anchoring process family planning to a common platform.
• A formal representation should be constructed to model the dynamic behavior of process family planning by handling the involved complexities, thus shedding light on the underlying logic for planning processes families.
• Computer support incorporating product and process family knowledge should be designed to facilitate process family planning. In other words, such support should be able to automatically generate process families for given product families.
To satisfy such requirements, this study proposes a methodology by integrating PNs and KBSs, as shown in Figure 2 . In the first step, the IP 2 S is constructed to organize data pertaining to a given product family and data relevant to the corresponding process family as a single structure. In this way, product and process family data and knowledge that are stored previously in different media, such as designer/engineer's memories, design documents, process cards, are captured and maintained in one unified unit, facilitating downstream product development activities as well. Moreover, since process data is mapped to product data, the IP 2 S entails a theoretically sound mechanism. Based on such mechanism, companies are able to plan production processes by considering the existing manufacturing resources and the common and/or similar routings to be adopted on shop floors. 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 2 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The second step aims to construct a representation reflecting the dynamic behavior of process family planning (i.e., how production processes are planned for given product families). Due to the large number of differing products, constructing process family planning model needs to cope with several major issues, as elaborated below.
First, the set of customized products and the resulting various component items require different manufacturing resources and operations. As a result, various data describing products, component items and process elements are involved in process family planning. In this regard, the representation to be constructed should be able to model product and process variety. Second, in spite of the fact that products in a family possess similarities, the production processes of individual products differ from one another in routings, operations precedence, etc. This, in turn, underscores the importance in accommodating process variations in order to build one single model. Third, due to the many component assemblies, subassemblies and parts, it is difficult to plan processes by treating a product as a single unit without decomposing it into several manageable subunits. Consequently, this raises a granularity concern in process family planning. The implication is that processes for product items should be planned at different granularity levels along product hierarchies. Such granularity issue must be addressed for constructing a concise model. Last, in addition to the many restrictions on machine capabilities/capacities and operations precedence, planning production processes for an entire product family needs to satisfy additional constraints, such as the tradeoffs among conflicting production objectives, the similar routings and manufacturing resources to be adopted. In this regard, constrains and how they are satisfied in planning process families need to be captured in the model to be constructed.
By considering the above issues, this study applies PN techniques, more specifically CPNs, NPNs and TPNs, to construct the formal model of process family planning. The system of nested colored The last step attempts to support decision making by automatically generating process families for given product families. (Note, in line with the focus of this study: formulation of the IP 2 S and the corresponding PN model, we generally discuss this last step, which itself is an interesting topic in the filed of decision support systems.) In view of the significance of KBSs in decision making support and the analogy between PNs and KBSs, this step proposes KBS development based on the net system model and the IP 2 S. Similar with most reported KBSs, the major functional modules in the KBS should include a user interface, a knowledge base, a database, an inference engine and a working memory. The user interface is to not only obtain input data from users but output suggested production processes. While the knowledge base is to organize all the knowledge involved in planning production processes for a product family, the database is to keep all data pertaining to the product family and the corresponding process family by following the relationships embedded in the IP 2 S. The inference engine controls the entire executive process of the KBS by applying rules in the knowledge base to input data to derive recommended production processes. Containing facts, such as the initial input data, the working memory changes in the course of planning production processes for given product family members. At last, the outputs of the KBS are a set of production processes corresponding to the set of product family members.
INTEGRATED PRODUCT-PROCESS FAMILY STRUCTURE
Regardless of the many definitions in the literature, a consensus is that a product family is a set of related products assuming a common product structure and performing a basic function (Fan and Liu, 1999; De Lit, 2000; Simpson, 2004) . By following this consensus, this study focuses on such product families that have common product structures. In addition to the common product structure, individual products in a family often possess similar items of same types (i.e., item families). Thus, in line with the common product structure and item families, all data pertaining to a product family can be organized as a generic product structure, as shown in Figure 3 (a). Each node in the generic product structure is a generic item in the sense that it represents a class (or family) of similar item variants of design parameter values, a generic item can be instantiated to a specific item. As with the instantiation of generic items, instantiating the generic product structure with respect to the specifications of a given product produces a unique BOM describing the product.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 3 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> A process family in relation to a product family refers to the set of all feasible production processes that can be used to produce individual products in the family. For a given product family, similarities in product structures and items propagate to production processes in the process family, resulting in similarities in routings, operations and manufacturing resources. Thus, a generic process structure can be organized to include all data pertaining to production processes of the corresponding process family, as shown in Figure 3 (b). Each node is a generic process in accordance with a generic item in the generic product structure. Each such generic process can be further decomposed into a number of ordered generic operations together with generic manufacturing resources, setups and cycle times. For example, the generic process, AP 4 , corresponds to the generic final product, FP, in Figure   3 (a) and, has two generic operations, AO 1 and AO 2 , and the other generic process elements. A process element can be specified by instantiating the corresponding generic process element with respect to given design specifications. A specific process for a given item can be obtained after all specific operations, manufacturing resources, setups and cycle times have been determined through instantiation.
The IP 2 S can be obtained by linking the generic product structure with the generic process structure, as shown in Figure 3 (c). The integration follows materials-operations requirement links in general, that is, the output product items of preceding operations become the input material items of succeeding operations. Linking items with other process elements can be accomplished by following their mapping relationships. Such mapping relationships can be identified from the large volumes of existing production data using data/text mining techniques (Jiao et al., 2008) .
The IP 2 S provides companies with a well-structured mechanism by organizing product and process family data as a single unified structure. With such a mechanism, production processes for diverse products can be planned by considering similar routings, operations and manufacturing resources to be adopted on shop floors. In turn, the similar production processes can eliminate the unnecessary changeovers in production, thus contributing to production stability and efficiency.
NESTED COLORED TIMED PN MODEL OF PROCESS FAMILY PLANNING
To cope with the major issues in process family planning, a formalism of CTPNs (colored timed PNs) is developed based on the principles of CPNs, NPNs and TPNs. In accordance with the generic items in the IP 2 S, a number of CTPNs is specified to model the process families. A multilevel system of nested CTPNs, SysN , is further developed to model process family planning.
The elements essential to a PN are places, tokens, transitions, arcs and arc expressions describing pre/post conditions of transition firing. By attaching data (so called colors in CPNs) defining real world objects to tokens, the resulting colored tokens can capture the large variety of product items and process elements in a compact manner. In conjunction with the relationships among product items and process elements, these colored tokens can also model how constraints are satisfied when determining machines, operations and other process elements. Defining nets, which represent processes producing child items, as tokens residing in places of nets, which model processes producing product items, can address the granularity concern in process family planning. A unique reconfiguration mechanism, including inhibitor arcs, reconfigurable transitions and generic machine places, is defined to accommodate process variations while building one single and concise model.
Net definitions
Definition 1: A CTPN is defined as a 11-tuple:
where
is a finite nonempty set of places with 4 disjoint subsets: 
is a finite nonempty set of transitions with 3 disjoint subsets: 
is a finite nonempty set of normal arcs;
is a finite nonempty set of inhibitor arcs; 
is a color assignment function that maps a place, p , to a color set, ( )
is a set of non-negative real numbers representing time delays; T Ε is a timed arc expression function that maps arcs to timed expressions such that
Ε is an untimed arc expression function that maps arcs other than
is a marking function specifying the distribution of colored tokens in all places ( MS Σ is the family of all multisets over Σ ).
A CTPN is defined to model processes producing an item family and involves the families of immediate child items only. In other words, a CTPN deals with parent and child items at two adjacent levels of the generic product structure. Since such an item family can be the final product family, an assembly family or a part family, CTPNs can be assembly processes for final product and assembly families or manufacturing processes for part families. Tokens are to model various product and process elements based on the host places; and tokens residing in same places belong to same types. More specifically, tokens residing in buffer places are defined to represent items ready to be processed or items that have been produced; tokens in item places model items that are being processed by machines (including tools, fixtures, jigs, etc.); tokens in machines places reflect idle machines; and tokens in generic machine places indicate machines that are selected from multiple alternatives. Since the CTPNs are specified taking into account the IP 2 S of the product family in consideration, the data attached to tokens is consistent with the data organized in the IP 2 S of the product family.
Logical transitions are defined to model the preconditions of operations (e.g., the availability of machines). Timed transitions are used to represent operations which take certain time durations.
Reconfigurable transitions are introduced to model the selection of machines. The firing of Inhibitor arcs are introduced to connect generic machine places to reconfigurable transitions. They prevent the firing of an enabled reconfigurable transition when there is a token in the associated generic machine place. In this way, only one machine is selected each time for given material items.
Essentially, inhibitor arcs, reconfigurable transitions and generic machine places form the reconfiguration mechanism that accommodates machine selection and process variations.
While inhibitor arcs control machine selection, normal arcs describe process flows involving both items and machines. Variables in arc expressions are used to specify process flows. Each variable is defined to belong to a color type, thus having the corresponding set of color instances as values.
Expressions attached to normal arcs are defined to specify pre/post conditions of transition firing.
Both timed arc expressions and untimed arc expressions consist of variables, which belong to the color types of associated places. Evaluating timed arc expressions results in colored tokens representing input items, output items to be produced, machines and the corresponding operations to be adopted, cycle times to be incurred as well; evaluating untimed arc expressions specifies the preconditions of firing logical transitions (e.g., the presence of material items) and the post conditions of firing timed transitions (e.g., the machines that are released after completing operations). The marking function describes system states by specifying the distribution of colored tokens in all places; and the initial making 0 µ shows the initial state in line with the given colored tokens. 
β .
An SysN is to model the complete production processes of a given product family. Each CTPN in the system represents either the processes of the final product family, an assembly family, or a part family. By following the generic product structure, CTPNs of child item families are defined as tokens nesting in buffer places of CTPNs of immediate parent item families. The place assignment function links the nested nets to the host buffer places. The set of reciprocal arcs are introduced to connect logical transitions to buffer places which host nets of immediate child items. Moreover, timed transitions representing the last operations in nested nets are linked with logical transitions, which are output transitions of the host buffer places. Defining reciprocal arcs and associating timed transitions with relevant logical transitions aim to accommodate system evolution (see Section 5.3).
Graphical representation of CTPNs and the net system
As an illustrative example, for a given product family A, the generic product and process Based on the CTPNs for individual item families and the IP 2 S, the net system has been constructed, as shown in Figure 6 . For clarity, the arc expressions and the declarations of variables and color types are not provided. See formal description of the net system in Appendix B.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 6 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> If the generic product structure of a given product family has n levels, and at each level there are items to be produced in house, the SysN to be constructed should have n levels. Each level contains
CTPNs modeling the processes producing the corresponding item families.
System evolution
For any individual CTPN, its dynamic behavior is controlled by transition enabling and firing rules. While a transition enabling rule specifies the conditions under which transitions are enabled, a transition firing rule determines how system state changes after firing an enabled transition by removing/adding tokens from/to relevant places.
(1) Transition enabling rule:
A transition T t ∈ is enabled in a marking µ iff each of its input places holds a "sufficient" number of tokens as specified by the arc expressions, i.e., iff ( ) ( )
(2) Transition firing rule:
µ by generating colored tokens in the output places as specified by ( ) ( )
and by removing tokens from the input places as specified by ( )
While through enabling and firing transitions, individual CTPNs can change from one state to another, the evolution of the SysN relies on the interaction among CTPNs. More specifically, the interaction between host nets and nested nets promote the evolution of the system. As with NPNs (Lomazova, 2000) , transition synchronization supports such interaction. In this study, in order to enable transition synchronization, timed transitions representing the last operations in the nested nets are linked with output logical transitions of the host buffer places. Thus, upon the firing of the timed transition in a nested net, the generated colored token together with colored tokens in other input places will enable and fire the associated logical transition in the host net. The host net, then, will follow transition enabling and firing rules to evolve. The reciprocal arcs are introduced to ensure that the firing of logical transitions will not remove the nested nets from the buffer places by sending them back (Yan et al., 1997) .
APPLICATION CASE AND RESULTS
XYZ (a disguised name; due to the company's concern, the real name is not given) is a truck manufacturer that develops a wide range of truck products. We apply the methodology to a specific truck family. Figure 7 shows the generic product structure of the truck family. In general, the truck family consists of three major assemblies, including the cabinet, the chassis and the wheel set assemblies. Each of these immediate child assemblies has its own child components, be they parts or assemblies.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 7 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
In accordance with the company's practice, the data associated with the set of customized trucks and their production processes are analyzed a priori. Based on the analysis result, the IP 2 S of the truck family is constructed, as shown in Figure 8 . Each product item has a quantity per (Q xy ), representing the unit number required by the parent item at the immediate higher level. The material items are the inputs to the assembly processes (denoted by circles). Each such process involves one or more than one assembly operations. For example, the assembly process APcs forming the chassis has one assembly operation; the final assembly process APta involves two assembly operations.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 8 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Based on the analysis, the CTPN model of the truck family is constructed. The CTPN model has multiple levels in accordance with the truck family's product hierarchy and captures trucks' production processes at different granularity levels. The net in the top level models the final assembly Figure 9 ) to produce trucks. It has two timed transitions, t 2 and t 6 , representing the two assembly operations involved. The material items of the first assembly operation represented by transition t 2 are variants of cabinet and chassis. These variants are represented by colored tokens residing in buffer places p 1 and p 2 , respectively. The output item is the Work-InProcess (WIP) sub-assembly of cabinet-chassis (ccassy) represented by colored tokens in place p 7 .
The variants of ccassy and these of the wheel set represented by colored tokens residing in place p 8
are the material items of the second assembly operation represented by transition t 6 . Two alternative sets of manufacturing resources including machines, tools, fixtures and jigs are able to perform the first assembly operation; and they are modeled by the two machine places p 4 and p 5 . Similarly, places p 10 and p 11 are used to represent two alternative sets of resources carrying out the second assembly operation.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 9 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The colored tokens residing in places p 1 , p 2 and p 8 are themselves CTPNs at the second level, as shown in the figure. These CTPNs represent the three assembly processes -APca, APcs and APfw in Figure 9 -to produce the variants of cabinet, chassis, and wheel set, respectively. The working principle of the nested CTPNs and that at the following lower levels is similar to that of the CTPN at the top level.
While the CTPN model acts as a knowledge entity for production planning, decision support is realized only when the CTPN is transformed into a series of production rules. The rule generation module is responsible for such a transformation. In the system, rule generation is realized in a semiautomatic way. Initially, the CTPN model is analyzed and translated into production rules using the rule generation engine. For the Petri net components that are very complex and contain conflicts, the designer can produce the rules manually. Figure 10 shows an interface for viewing and editing the rules associated with the CTPN.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 10 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
For a series of trucks that belong to the family, given their specifications indicated in the corresponding customer orders, their production processes are generated by a simulation process based on the same CTPN model. Along the production processes, the production schedules and the status of manufacturing resources are generated as well, as shown in Figure 11 . The operation order pane lists the sequence of individual operations, which are indexed by their work orders. The list also includes the product family in consideration, the items and their quantity per, the machines used, the starting and completion time of the operations, etc.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Insert Figure 11 here>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
CONCLUSIONS
Given the finite manufacturing resources, well-planned production processes to fulfill individual products are important for companies to obtain the efficiency in product family production. To obtain a holistic view of design changes among product family members and the resulting process variations, these production processes should include both manufacturing processes for parts and assembly processes for assemblies. In part due to the complexities involved, planning production processes for product families where both component part and assembly families are considered remains to be an unexplored area of research. This study proposes a methodology integrating PNs and KBSs to support process family planning.
In the methodology, a unified structure, called IP 2 S, is proposed, aiming to provide a wellstructured mechanism for process family planning. The IP 2 S organizes all data pertaining to a given product family and all potential data describing the corresponding process family. Planning production processes for multiple products based on the IP 2 S can thus eliminate the unnecessary changes in routings and manufacturing resources. Based on the IP 2 S, a formalism of CTPNs is developed to build a formal model of process family planning. Thanks to the modeling power of PNs, the constructed model not only visualizes the complex planning processes at different granularity levels but sheds light on the underlying logic of process family planning. In the last step of the methodology, the design of a KBS is generally discussed for the automatic generation of production processes for a given product family. It takes into account both the IP 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 While this study concerns the problem of planning process families for given product families and contributes to obtaining production stability, it does not address the integrated design of product and process families. As pointed out in (Jiao et al., 2007) , most of the reported integrated product and process models focus on individual products rather than product families. Thus, the integrated design of product and process families may pave a potential avenue for future research. As with product platforms for product family design, a unified product-process platform may be developed to support product family design, production and the integration of design and production. Furthermore, this study is centered around the first step involved in process family planning: the generation of production processes. It does not address the evaluation of alternative production processes and the associated issues, such as computation complexity. In this regard, future research efforts might be put in production process evaluation together with the relevant issues. At last, in view of the fact that this study does not discuss in detail the issues relevant to the design of a KBS, future efforts might be put in designing such a system so that the efficiency of process family planning can be improved. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Figure 10 . Examples of production rules for executing CTPN Figure 11 . The generated production process based on CTPN simulation P P P P P p , p , p , p , p , p , p , p , p , p p , t , p , t , p , t , t , p , p , t , t , p , t , p , p , t , p , t , A p , t , t , p , p , t , t , p , t , p , p , t , p ,t , t , p , t , p , t , p 2.7, 2.4, 4.9, 5.2, 4.7, 5.0 , t , p , t , p , t , t , p , t , p , t , p , p , t , p , t , p , t , A t , p , t , p , t , p p , p , p , p , p , p , p , p , p , p , p 
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